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Editorial :

Please Note Date of Meeting

The date of the next meeting will be Tuesday, 22nd April, 1986 - the fourth

Tuesday of the month. This is a week later than the normal meeting day,
A number of factors caused this deferment. These delayed the issue of this
newsletter and the notification of the date of the meeting.
The meeting will be held as usual in the Board Room of the Australian Insurance
Employees Union, 310 Queen Street at 7.45 p.m.
Carolyn Rasmussen who, before her present career as a mother, was secretary

of the Melbourne Branch will talk about life in a university town in U.S.A.

This will be an informal meeting with opportunities for members to raise
and discuss aspects of U.S. life.
Workers Needed

The executive is discussing and making plans for a major clerical job. It
proposes to post copies of the Special Recorder No. 136; "Australian Labour
♦

and Indonesia, 1945 - 1985" to a number of institutions, schools, libraries
and such like.

The preparation of the material to be posted and the addressing of envelopes
will entail much clerical work.

We hope that some of our readers will assist us in this chore.
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BRUNSWICK BEIANCH - AUSTRALIAN LABOR PARTY - Its foundation and History

Brunswick Branch is the oldest Labor Party branch of the Wills Strje&y. It has

a history dating baqk to 1897, its history is continous and has been subject
to many reorganisations and some upsets. It wasn't easy to form. Brunswick
was a radical liberal stronghold in the 1890's its radicalism was based on
self-employed working men, mostly Methodist and no means susceptible to the
new theories of Socialism that marked the early days of Labor.

In 1892 Labor's first organisation was the Progressive Political League. It

still had a strong Liberal hangover and contented itself with endorsing two
Liberals for the current seats. And like the Liberal method of organisation

it went into abeyance after the election. In 1894 and in 1897 it did have
a Labor candidate, but in each case he ran in harness with a Liberal. The
,

weakness of Labor was the absence of Catholics in it. Most of the Catholic

population were Irish migrants and they came from the old country Liberal
voters while the Church did not like the professed Socialism of Labor
pioneers.
Just before the 1897 elections a new idea had come into the Labor Movement,

the idea of a permanent Labor political organisation. The people sponsoring
this idea were organised into a Victorian Socialists League which had the aim
of forming Labor organisations on a Socialist basis. The League ran a paper.
The Tocsin, which fostered this idea. Among the members was a young retail butcher,
James Robert Jewell, who was quite conscious of the distress amongst Brunswick
people. Jewell was the local agent for the paper. In October 1897 a number of
adherents were got together in the Mechanics Institute in Brunswick and formed
a Branch of the organisation which was entitled the Political Labor Council of
Victoria. It was three years before these Councils were organised on a State
scale and became the recognised organisation body of the Labor Party. The Councils
ranained until 1917 when an Australian Labor Party organisation was formed and
Brunswick PLC.became Brunswick Branch of the Australian Labor Party. Since then
its existence has been continuous. It has had many noted monbers, best known

being John Curtin who was its Secretary between 1906 and 1916 and became Prime
Minister, Frank Anstey who was M.H.R. for Bourke 1910-1934 and Teddy Peters who

was Secretary for many years in the 1920's and later M.H.R. for Scullin.
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The branch stood firm against conscription in 1916-17 and had no well-known

defections. It also weathered the crisis of 1955, most of its members standing
by the Labor leadership. The branch was the dominant branch in the old Bourke
Federal Electorate until its abolition in 1949 and still remains the most

influential branch in the Brunswick State Electorate. In the period 1957-1973
when Brunswick was divided into two State electorates it acted as the branch
for East Brunswick electorate.

Growth of the Party and Electoral changes in the period since 1973 has brought

changes in the branch. Redistribution brought Melbourne electorate into
Brunswick and in 1977, the Branch had to divide and a South Brunswick branch
formed to cater for electors in that area while ethnic speaking branches have
had to be formed for Greeks and Italians. In 1984 the Italian branch became

the North Brunswick Branch and included all people. But Brunswick Branch
remains smaller but still influential, even if for its central geographical
position.
•k -Sc -k ic -ie

My Visit to England, Scotland and Europe

-k

Les. Barnes.

Dick Curlewis

This report is just a chronological record of people I met and meetings I
attended. There is not much comment and I have not drawn any lessons as yet.
When I left for London it was my intention to investigate early printing

history in Britan and find the connection with the early printers in Australia •
from the 1830's in Sydney and 1850's in Melbourne. Generally, I had seen all,

the sights before. This trip was to be different and it turned out to be so.
With the help of the Oral History people in George Square in the University
I met Anna Davin, a feminist historian, who introduced me to people in the
South London School of Printing at Elephant and Castle. I was able to see
some of the departments at work - the machine room and the media room. I talked
with some of the heads of these departments. What was interesting to note that
in machine room there was one woman working, in the media department, it was
half and half - a very lively room. At the college I talked with an historian
who was interested in the origins of the printing chajjels. In his opinion it
had no', religious connotation.
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I met Bob Finch, an organiser in SOGAT (Printing Union) in Essex and the
research office of the Printing Union, National Graphical Union at BedfordT"
He suggested I purchase a video film of women at work with new printing

technologies. I did that and brought it back to Melbourne. The Printing College
at North Melbourne purchased it from me.

My investigation of early printing history produced a copy of the death
sentence on Peter Tyler in London Old Bailey Court in 1820. Tyler was mainly

instrumental in starting the Australian Society of Compositors in Sydney in
1835. Later at Kew Gardens I found in the Records Office the report of his
transportation for life to Australia in the same year. I went to the Warrick

University at Coventry where there are printing records. But because of gaps
in the early records and lack of time was not able to find anything of interest.
I«attended the Annual General Meeting of the Labour History Society in London
University in December. They discussed in various papers the influence of
religion in the early English labour movement. At the end I made the comment
that I thought some comment should have been made of Marx's writing on the
Jewish Question, pertaining to religion. The chairman agreed that it would
have been of some benefit, but time had run out.

I briefly met the secretary of the Women's Branch of SCX5AT in London. That
organisation she claimed had just had its 200th birthday.

I was invited by the secretary of the Scottish SOGAT Branch in Glasgow and
had an opportunity to see the early records in the office and in the Glasgow
library. The Scottish Tyhographical Association publication 'The Circular',
published in 1857 was similar both in name and appearance to the 'The Circular'
published by the Melbourne Typhographical Association in 1858. There were
numerous reports in the Scottish Circular of happenings in Sydney, Melbourne
and other places in Australia, particularly in Victoria.

At Aberdeen I found references in the University library to A.W.Spence and
H.Champion being in that town in 1890.
Back in London I met with a group of Council Communists who based their ideas
on the German movement of 1918 in the German navy and factories in North Germany.
An active member of the group, Joe Thomas,who works at the Guardian and active
in the Chapel was active in that group. The theoreticians of that movement
was Pannekiek and Korsh who had many disagreements with Lenin. Members of the
Group were, interested in Jim Dawson who produced the Southern Advocate in
Melbourne. They asked me about the person who wrote the article in Thesis Eleven

on Jim Dawson, published at Monash University I told them I knew that person.
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I met Alister Davidson in Paris who took me to the Syndicalist library,
attached to the Sorbonne University. In the library are vast records of the
workers movanent in various parts of the world — but all in French unfortunately.

In Barcelona, Spain, I met Custina Borderia, over lunch for 3 hours, who I
believe was interviewed in the recent TV series on the Spanish Civil War. She

has made a thorough study of the anarchist movement in the Civil War and
the Women's movement under Franco. In her opinion the grass roots anarchist

movement's defeat at the beginning of the Civil War at the hands of the

Republican Government caused a great flop in morale and so was the first
step in the final defeat of the Republican cause.

Custina put me onto Alessandro Portelli in Rome. He is an oral historian, helping
to publish an Oral History publication and folk music historian. He also
considers Antonio Gramisci still important in Italian labour history. His
interest in the Workers Autonomous movement which began in 1969 in Turin has

never flagged, but he sees the isolation of the labour history intellectual
and the grass roots workers movement as a great problem. He writes for the
publication Manifesto;
*******

Labour Day Oration

"^ight Wing Offensive of 1930's and Today"

John Arrowsmith
10th March, 1986

You may have noticed in "Reflections" on the Editorial Page of the "Age" on
Saturday, 8th March that todays public holiday is a holiday with a difference. ■
Unlike most others it does not celebrate an historic event, honor some perspn,

promote an ideology nor a worthy cause.

That must be the biggest clanger the Age has ever dropped because we are here

today celebrating vAiat many believe is the greatest day in Labour's history April 21st 1856 - On that Monday morning building workers in Melbourne commenced
working an 8 hour day - six days of 8 hours - a reduction of 12 hours as their
working week prior to this day was 6 days of 10 hours.

If this happened today - to those working a 38 hour week - or those on 36 hours cornnon today in the building trades - the working week would be reduced to
f

26 or 24 hours.

That would create world headlines and first item on every television news service.

To say-' as the "Age" did - that it does not honour an historic event or

s

individuals is utter nonsense ■■ the two leaders James Stephens and James Galloway -•
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two Stonemasons - are the individuals we honour - but not only because of the

hours victory - the first industry in the world to gain the 8 hour day their achievement led to the opening - on May 24th,1859 - of the worlds first
trades hall - right here in Melbourne.

So with a sense of great pride we gather to celebrate this day.

The earliest crisis in Australia's history according to Professor Manning
Clarke occurred eight years after the coming of the First Fleet. Campbell
and Co. the biggest merchants of the infant colony of Sydney crashed. To
take up the unemployed Governor Macquarie decided to build more roads and
undertake a public works program.

^o there is nothing new under the sun.
Unemployment, economic strife, business crashes have been a feature of

our society from the earliest days as has been dealt with by our fellow
member Peter Love in his study "Labour and the ^fc)ney Power".
There were several depressions in the last century; the worst was in the

1890's. There was no boom after World War 1; the census in 1921 reported an
enqjloyment rate of 9.3%.

Unemployment and economic crisis arise out of the very nature of the capitalist
social system.

We can fight to stop the Burdens of the crisis being placed on the weakest
sections of our society but we cannot avoid the onset of these crisis because
that would mean altering the system and the system operates independently
of the will of man.

So that gives rise to the view that while fighting for reforms we must attempt
to end the system itself before the problems of the people can be fully met.
The first class action I know of was in 1822 when James Straiter - a convict

attempted to organise his fellow convicts for better food. He suffered what
was probably the first right wing offensive. He was given 500 lashes, put in

solitary confinement for a month, and shifted to a harsher penal settlement.
It would be a good idea if at all possible to find out what happended to him.
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I read in the "Age" of a woman who traced the first iW,000 convicts who came
to Australia. We might find that Straiter did his time - became a ticket of
leave man - there may be descendants.

I looked throught the Melbourne phone book but did not find anyone of that
name there.

If we could track him down we could hold a ceremony to honour his name in
the 1988 bi-centenary celebrations.

Jack Hudsons excellent book "From Penal Colony to Penal Powers" details the

growth of workers* organisations and the reaction of employers and their
political spokesmen right from the start of the penal colony until today.
It's a true history of our country.

It would appear that we are in for a further economic downturn this year and
it is useful to consider the last time we had mass unemployment in Australia
- in the depression years.

There are more unemployed today in numbers but nothing like the percentage
of the work force v^ich in the census years of 1933 reached 28.4%.

There is an old saying that those who do not leam the lessons of history are
doomed to repeat them.

Looking at the right wing offensive today we can compare it with that period.
1929 ushered in the Depression. It is significant that it was an event in
Wall Street, not in London, that is identified as the day in which the crash
occurred. The U.S.A. was the leading world power before the first world war.

There is another saying that if the United States sneezes the rest of the '
world gets a cold.

The capitalist class in Australia noting the signs of crisis in 1924 launched
an offensive. The Waterside Workers Federations' power was broken in a long
strike. The Timber workers were forced to accept worsened conditions, four
hours on their week - the 48 hour week was restored - they suffered a cut

in wages, and more juniors relative to adult workers in the industry.
The offensive went on to break the resistance of the union movement.

The 1931 Premiers Plan brought about a cut in wages of 10%; cost of living
fell and as wages were tied to the cost of living there was a further 10%
cut in wages. Pensions were cut 17%%.
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Today there is no fall in the cost of living - prices are rising.
So we are living in a crisis situtation with two million or more on the bread
line or under the poverty level while the cost of living continues to rise a contrary situation to what occured in the depression.
But today pensions are not cut they are increased every six months by the
C.P.I, level - wages have increased by 6.4% since December, 1983. This is not
to say that the centralised wage fixing system is ideal.

Unlike the depression v^en there was a fight to get a miserable dole the
Department of Social Security today is an immense institution in our midst.
A statement from Harvard from the Minister for SocialSecurity. "In the last

financial year 1984-85 the Department paid out $14,000 million in social
security payments; it generated 100 million 240 thousand separate payments
(153/4 million people in population), its regional offices considered 14
million 500 thousand counter contacts, answered 7.3 million phone calls and
handled 27.2 million pieces of correspondence.

Unlike the years of the thirties Australia now spends $2.5 billion every year
on unemployed benefits (apart from other social security payments).
Another comparison.

Manbership of unions fell in the depression - today - unlike the experience
in the United Kingdom and the U.S.A - membership has grown in recent years.
There are now over 1 million women workers in tinions in a total of 3.4 million.

We have won in this period (it has yet to be extended to every member of the
work force) a 38 hour week and some have won a 35 hour week. We have been
able to beat back the attempts that were made to return to the 40 hour week.
The Labour Movement and the Trade Union Movement in particular have never

before played the role that they are now playing in our society. Our movement
goes into everybody's lounge nightly these days and there is an enormous
amount of news about the movement and the Unions in the daily press.

There have been important developments in some sections in advancing worker's
rights in factories at shop floor level.
There are several cases in Australian industry vhere unions have taken advantage
«

of their bargaining strength to advance new typ>es of agreement about the way

the workers would operate in the factory and what rights the union would have
in those plants.
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There are signs that the movement has been able to hold its ground - and on
some fronts - make gains.
We can draw confidence from these experiences.

I would however, issue a warning. As I see things we are living through a

most complicated and dangerous crisis of capitalism. In the depression sinister
forces gathered together. The New Guard was the obvious one - another was the
Silent Knights - Some person - in 1949 - sent me three books of press cuttings
of the 1930's - they reveal the brutal way the unemployed were dealt withthe evictions - the extent of hardship and poverty. The arrival of Hitler
to power strengthened world reaction but the people fought back - there were
victories in some eviction fights - the right to free speech on the streets

was won - but generally the 30's can be said to be long dark years.for working
people.

When war broke out in 1939 there were 270,000 registered unemployed. The most
marked contrast is in the area of Government.

In 1931 Labor held office Federally and in a majority of the States. They

disintergrated under the weight of economic problems and were driven from
office. In the worst years of the depression the reins of many governments
were in the hands of reactionary elements.

Today we have Labor Goverraients in four states and Federally.
The Cain Government in Victoria is the first Labor Government to be returned
I

to office for a second term in Victorian history.
I

The Western and South Australian Governments were returned recently as was the

Hawke Govemerant in 1984. It is a new scene compared to the depression. Even
the Melbourne "Herald" - a long standing enemy of all our movement stands for called for the return of the Hawke Government in 1984. We today - are faced
with the need to work to have these Governments stick to the reformist

traditions of the A.L.P. - to defeat the powerful interests that dominate our
society.
A few further ccmparisions.

Foreign investment now comes from many countrys in the world - we were a very
small fish in a large pond in the depression. Those who have invested here the latest are the privately owned banks - would no doubt be interested in
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containing the labour movement.
In the depression General Motors swallowed up Holdens Motor Body Builders
and BHP took over its only competitor Australian Iron and Steel - Monopoly

strengthened itself "in other directions - but nothing like today - takeovers
dominate the finance pages. We have spawned our own powerful multi-national
comp)anies from humble beginnings at home - they have reached out to become

big on the world scene - such as BHP, T.N.T., News Limited, Boral, Elders
IXL, Wormald, etc - No way will they stand aside from anti-working measures here.
I have referred to the Stock Exchange crash of 1929 on Wall Street - a measure

of the resilience of the system today is that the stock market in the U.S. and here - has recently soared to fantastic levels - followed by crashes bigger
than 1929 - but the system took it all in its stride.
We are wallowing in wealth- with a huge slice going to a few.
I believe we must look to December 1941 and consider John Curtins famous

statement in todays context.
Just after Pearl Harbour Prime Minister Curtin called on the U.S. to come to

our aid "without pangs" - he was referring to our traditional ties with the
U.K.

Without doubt - and I will be happy to hear contrary opinions - our relationship
with the U.S.A. is the outstanding issue before the labour movement.

In the depression we were part of the "peace loving" world - yes it was not
a black and white situation - some leaders - notably R.G.Menzies - were responsible
for building up Japan -without Bank of England loans Hitler would never have
remained in power - but today we are linked with one side of the two super
powers. We should have an independent Australian view of the world. The presence
of the U.S. bases on our soil makes for a vastly different scene to the
depression years.

The extent of-activity by so-called "security forces - including especially
CIA activity- the normal proceedings of the Commission - and police forces of today make anything conceived in the depression look like a sunday school picnic.
There has been a concerted move to strengthen the laws - particularly the
favourite child of reaction the Arbitration Act - Fraser amended it 17 times in
his time as P.M. - We have the most State controlled movement of all of the

industrialised nations - thus a vast array of measures are available to be
used against us.
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Reaction today has the aim of not only preventing the movement from making
advances - or even using unemployment etc to turn the clock back - it has the
aim of destroying the movement.
Here again is a vast difference from the 1930's. The pressures on the labour
movement is mounting.
I have attempted to draw together a picture of the strength of our movement

but it would be folly to ignore the power of the right wing attack.
I am not happy with the tendency to leave it to the leaders - if we are to
win out - and I am confident we can - we will need the support of - and
activity from - rank and file workers. That requires us to all be better
informed and improve our skill in explaining the crisis of our time.
The labour movement is truly the heart and conscience of the nation and it
must set out to prove that this is so among not only unionists but also
family farmers, small business, educationalists, academics, women, pensioners,
and our young people.
it -k -k ■it it -k ie

Report on Melbourne's First May Day March
The Age Monday, May 1st, 1893

'

'

(cont. from last issue of the Recorder No. 138)

Mr. J.W. Fleming moved
That this meeting demands legislative recognition of the absolutely
equal rights politically of evexry adult member of the community;
strenuously protests against monopoly and privilege in every guise;
and that while declaring the solidarity of the interests of all
workers everywhere, pledges itself to strive for the substitution
of a co-operative for the present immoral wage system of industry.
He exhorted men not to waste time this season on the football field

or on the cricket field. Let them work to bring a state of society about
whereby equity and justice might subsist between man and man (Hear, Hear.)

Mr. Hamer seconded the motion. He referred to the collection being made
under the auspices of the Mayor of Melbourne, and supplemented by the
Government, for the foundation of a Labor colony, as a move to enslave and

damn every working man. Were they going to stand by and see established in
their midst a pauper farm? In refusing to allow people to express their

opinion, the Mayor or Melbourne had deprived them of their civil rights.
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Mr. D.A, Andrade, who supported the motion, said that before the people

c^ld get the^they would have to break through every monopoly, including
e monopo y o tta landlord and the monopoly of our rotten banks. He hoped

^se present would support the motion, not only by their votes, but by
their lives.

^

Mr. Moloney, M.L.A., who also spoke, said something was to come out of
acting on the resolution, which was neither protection not free trade

but s^thing better. He wanted to see prohibition. If no revenue were to
come from the Oistom House the land would have to be taxed, lhat was what
was wanted.

The motion was carried.

• Ihe Chairman announced that a collection which had been made had resulted
in about seven pounds and six shillings being realised. Of that amount, after
paym^t of the expense of the meeting, he would be gUd to hand over four
pounds to the Women's Hospital.
*******

Centenary of May Dav

May Day began on May 1st 1890 - not 1886 as some activists have suggested.
ttis year marks the centenary of the United States efforts to gain the 8 hour
. day In Chicago the movement at srnne large plants was beaten back by police
Violence. Four leaders were railroaded to the gallows.
*******
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